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Summa rl of Progress

An extensive experiment involving approximately 400 rats exposed to

the neon ion beam at the Bevalac in Berkeley, CA and to electrons is

nearing completion. The carcinogenicity of energetic electrons (2.0

Mev) was determined for comparison with the neon ion results. Based on

tumor yields in skin irradiated with argon ions (LET=f25 kev/U ) and

electrons (LET=0.34 kev/u), we are able to evaluate the parameters C and

B in the equation:

Y(D) = CLD + BD2; (l)

where Y(D) is cancer yield (cancers/rat), L is linear energy transfer

(LET) and D is dose. The question being asked was whether the tumor

yield for some other value of LET could be predicted from equation I.

Neon ions (LET=30 kev/U ) were chosen for this critical test of equation

I, because of the possibility that both linear and dose squared

responses might be observed simultaneously. Preliminary results indi-

cate that the neon ion prediction was incorrect and that the values of C

and B estimated for argon ions need to be adjusted. The reasons for

this adjustment are: I) the argon ion data used to estimate C and B was

not sufficiently precise; and 2) electrons are inherently less effective

than either argon or neon ions for _nducing tumors by the two track

mechanism. The latter observation is the first instance, to our

knowledge, indicating an LET dependence of the dose-squared coefficient,

B. For double skin thickness irradiations with electrons, there was an

unusually large excess of connective tissue tumors, fibromas and sarco-

mas. Presumably the latter tumors are occurring, because more connec-
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tive tissue is exposed by deeply penetrating, i.e., energetic, beams.

However, no such excess of connective tissue tumors was found fer neon

ions even though the neon penetration was equivalent to that of elec-

trons.

Our experiments have established that DNA strand breaks per unit

dose in the rat epidermis are reduced by about 60% if the radiation

penetrates to about 0.2 mm in comparison to a penetration of 1.0 mm.

These results imply that about 60% of the DNA strand breaks in the epi-

dermis are produced by indirect radiation action. The penetration

effect was found to occur in explanted skin which means it is not depen-

dent on systemic factors. In the explanted epidermis there was a reduc-

tion in the incidence of DNA strand breaks by about 50% but the penetra-

tion effect remained. An experiment was performed to determine if the

DNA in the epidermis could be broken by irradiation of underlying tissue

only. The exposure was accomplished by allowing electron radiation to

enter a double thickness skin fold from one direction in such a manner

that the exit dose was zero. Thus the underlying tissue could be irra-

diated to any desired dose while the epidermis received no radiation

dose. Measurement of the DNA single strand breaks in the epidermis was

accomplished by previously described techniques. The unirradiated epi-

dermis exhibited DNA strand breaks with an incidence directly related to

the dose to the underlying tissue.

The activation of oncogenes in the radiation-induced rat skin canc-

ers followed a pattern of greater malignancy with more oncogene activa-

tion. Four highly malignant cancers exhibited activation of K-ras and

c-myc oncogenes, while the remaining 8 cancers exhibited only one or the
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other of these two oncogenes. Of 5 squamous carcinomas, 4 showed K-ras

activation and I showed c-myc activation. Several cancers were biopsied,

a few-several times, at various stages of development. These studies

showed that c-myc amplification was a relatively late event in the pro-

gression of radiation-induced squamous and basal cell carcinomas.

Highly invasive clear cell cancers (4/4) exhibited activation of both

K-[a__ssand c-myc oncogenes.

A high percentage of radiation-induced rat skin cancers including

squamous and basal carcinomas exhibit amplification of the c-myc

oncogene. The significance of this amplification and how it relates to

the radiation exposure is not clear. Large and small skin cancers were

probed by in situ hybridization for amplification of c-myc oncogene. In

one instance up to 5 biopsies of the same cancer were probed at dif-

ferent stages of development. Comparisons were made with the results of

Southern blots performed on DNA from the same tumours. In situ hybridi-

zation was performed with biotinylated c-myc probes, visualized with an

ABC-AP system (Vectern Inc.). The results indicated that c-myc amplifi-

cation in situ was correlated with the southern blot results, but that

only about 30% of the cancer cells were amplified. The c-myc positive

cells were distributed randomly within regions of the tumor and exhi-

bited a more solid nuclear structure in comparison to the more vacuo-

fated c-myc negative cells. No c-myc signal was detected on normal

skins or on normal cells near the tumors. C-myc amplification appears

to be cell or cell cycle specific within the cancer.
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Detailed Description of Progress

As in past reports we will describe progress in three areas

corresponding to the specific aims of the proposal: I) carcinogenesis

and DNA strand breaks in rat skin following exposure by the neon ions or

electrons; 2) DNA strand breaks in the epidermis as a function of radia-

tion penetration; 3) oncogene activation in radlation-lnduced rat skin

cancers.

1.0 Skin Carcinogenesis with the Neon Ion Beam

Rats were tr,_nsported to the Bevalac at Berkeley, CA and exposed to

neon ions. By pinching the skin into a fold, as many as 20 rats were

irradiated simultaneously. Control rats were exposed to a high energy

electron beam for comparison. Charles River Breeding Farms, CD-I rats

were exposed as follows:

Electrons Neon Ions

Dose(Gy) # of rats Dose(Gy) 4# of rats

1 0 26 0 I0

2 5.0 91 2.0 20

3 7.0 43 2.8 20

4 9.8 18 4.0 20

5 13.7 15 5.6 20

6 19.2 14 8.0 20

7 26.9 14 II. 3 20

8 16.0 20

221 150

Preliminary results for onset of epithelial cancers in skin, indi-

cate a pattern that is consistent with the predictions of the linear

quadratic equation based on data from an earlier experiment with argon

ions. Generally epithelial cancer yield as a function of time after

exposure was fitted with a power function of the form
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Y(t) - G tn

where t is elapsed time and n and G are constants. The argon ion data

have been fitted with n=2.2. Comparable data for neon ion exposure have

been fitted with the same power function (nz2.2) even though the data

show a tending to plateau at longer times (Z 80 weeks). These are prel-

iminary results and have not been confirmed histologically, although we

expect the final results to vary little from the data shown.

Cancer yield per unit dose at 52 weeks for argon ions, electrons

and neon ions is now available. Present data for electron radiation

supplemented with earlier data were expressed as yield per unit dose in

order to estimate CL as the y-intercept and B as the slope in the equa-

tion:

Y(D)/D = CL + BD (la)

A best fitting line was derived from a least square fitting procedure to

the argon ion data only. The curve for neon ions was derived solely

from the argon ion result by assuming B and C remain the same and only L

changes from 125 kev/_ to 30 kev/_. These changes reduced the estimate

of the y-intercept from 0.055 tumors/rat/Gy for argon to 0.013

tumors/rat/Gy for neon. The actual ne_n ion data are positioned around

this predicted line as strong confirmation that Equation la correctly

accounts for the effect of LET on cancer induction in the rat skin sys-

tem. The value of the slope, B, for argon and neon is 0.0060

tumors/rat/Gy 2.

Equation la, however, fails to predict correctly the response to



electron radiation. The predicted line for electrons based on equation

la (LET - 0.34 kev/p) is shown just below the llne for neon. The actual

data for electrons (open squares) is much lower and to the right of the

predicted line. The electron data are best fitted with a slope of B

2
0.0027 tumors/rat/Gy . The ratio of expected and observed slopes is 2.2

which implies the neon (and argon) are, 1.49 (1.49 - _2.2) fold more

effective than electrons in producing 2 track alterations relevant to

carcinogenesis.

Another way to analyse these results, especially relevant to low

dose extrapolation, is to consider the dose, D , where the linear ande

dose squared terms make equal contributions to the cancer yield. Based

on the formula D = (C/B) L, these results are summarized in Table I.e

The data in Table I indicate that the neon ion dose-response o_,ght to be

predominately linear below 2 Gy and the argon ion data ought to be

predominantly dose squared above 8.3 Gy.

Table I. Values for D in Gray.e

argon ions neon ions elections

C B C/B De De De

original estimate .0077 .0036 .19& 24.3 5.8 .066

new data high LET .0004 .0060 .067 8.3 2.0 -

new data low LET - .0027 .l&8* - - .050

* assumes C low = C high
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The induction and repair of DNA single strand breaks in rat epi-

dermis was measured for electrons and neon ions with somewhat contrast-

ing results. A series of alkaline elution profiles for different doses

of electron radiation was performed at time 0 and after 30 minutes of

repair. Essentially complete repair is seen at all doses except 16 Gy.

Plotting elution slopes (measure of DNA damage) as a function of elec-

tron dose gives a typical dose response and repair. By 2 hfs all DNA

breaks were repaired at all doses. Rather than a monotonic increase in

slope with dose, there is actually a decrease and response at 8 Gy. The

effect at 4 Gy of neon ions was somewhat larger than seen for 4 Gy of

electrons. At 2 hr there was little, if any, repair, but nearly com-

plete repair occurred by 4 hfs (not shown). These results indicate

quite an unusual dose response for single strand break induction and

repair in rat epidermis after exposure to neon ions.

2.0 Radiation Penetration and DNA Strand Breaks

For a fixed dose to the epidermis, the incidence of cancers in rat

skin declines with the penetration of the radiation. The mechanism of

this effect is being explored in a series of experiments involving the

measurement of DNA strand breaks or the suppression of DNA synthesis in

the rat epidermis. The penetration of the electron beam into the skin

is controlled by varying the energy of the beam and interposing

appropriate absorbers between the beam and the skin. DNA strand breaks

are measured by alkaline elution. Briefly the epidermal cells are

labeled prior to irradiation by 3 daily intraperitoneal injections of

1.0 pCi 3HTdR. The cells are removed from the skin in single cell

suspension by overnight incubation in 0.5% trypsin at 4°C and are then
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layered on polycarbonate filters, iysed, and eluted at pH,,12.1 for about

18 hrs. Fractions a_e collected each hour and are counted in a scintil-

lation counter coupled to a laboratory computer. The data from the

scintillation counter are stored and analyzed by the computer which

plots the elution curves. The suppression of DNA synthesis was deter-

mined by counting the number of 3H-labeled cells on autoradiographs.

The rats were injected intraperitoneally with 1.0 pCi/g 3HTdR immedi-

ately after irradiation with various doses of radiation.

The summary of results is shown in Table 2 which lists the

breaks/unit DNA in the epidermis of young mice and rats (28 days of

age), old mice (270 days of age) and a mouse epidermal cell llne derived

from newborn skin (PAM cells) for deep and shallow radiation. The PAM

cells were growing as a monolayer on the s,_rface of a culture dish so

that radiation penetrating beyond the cell layer entered only the plas-

tic dish material.

Table 2. Comparative DNA Strand Breaks at 12 Gy.

Breaks/Unit DNA Ratio

Cell Shallow _ Shallow/Deep*

Epidermis 0.65 2.31 0.28

(Young Mouse)

Epidermis 0.91 2.10 0.43

(Old Mouse)

PAM Cells 3.24 3.46 0.94

(Newborn Mouse)

Epidermis 0.80 1.42 0.56

(Young Rat)

* deep - 1.0 mm, shallow = 0.2 mm.
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The data in Table 2 show a difference in the number of breaks in

the epidermis depending on the penetration for both rats or mice. The

ratio of DNA breaks (shallow/deep) was 0.28 in young mice and 0.56 in

young rats. It is not known if these differences are meaningful in

terms of the biological effectiveness of the radiation in the epidermis

of the two species. Generally for a given radiation dose (all doses in

Table I were 12 Gy) the mouse epidermis exhibited more breaks per unit

DNA than the rat epidermis. The number of breaks in the PAM cells was

even greater than in the mouse epidermis, and there was no evidence of a

different number of breaks for deep and shallow penetrations. These

data indicate that the DNA strand break dependence on penetration does

not occur for PAM cells growin8 on plastic which proves that plastic is

not capable of producin 8 the effect.

Several experiments were performed in an attempt to establish Low

the penetration effect depends on the immediate local environment of the

irradiated cells. A mouse epidermal cell line (PAM cells) derived from

the skin of newborn mice was obtained from the National Cancer Institute

and tested under various conditions. With these cells growing directly

on plastic dishes a penetration protocol was performed analogously to

the irradla_ions in vivo. The PAM cells we_e irradiated as if they were

a monolayer of cells growin 8 on the surface of an animal. The medium

was poured off and the irradiations were performed identically as for

the skin irradiation.

There are two important points to note: I) the elution slope of the

control DNA in vitro is a little steeper than the comparable slopes in

vivo and 2) the elution slopes for the deep and shallow penetration are

II! "
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relatively the same but steeper than for in vivo exposure. Apparently

the PAM cell DNA is somewhat more easily broken than rat or mouse epi-

dermal DNA in the sense that a given radiation dose produces more break3

per unit DNA in PAM cells than in the epidermal DNA in vivo. These

results serve to validate the dosimetry in that no penetration effect

can possibly occur if the residual range of the ionizing particle is in

the plastic of the dish.

Direct measurement of strand break repair in young rats and mice

and in old rats and mice indicate essentially no difference between the

rates of repair in the two species. Although repair rates were gen-

erally faster in younger animals, no substantial difference in repair

between deep and shallow penetrations was seen. These data indicate

that DNA repair differences are not likely to be the explanation of the

penetration effect on DNA break incidences. The repair halftime for old

rats and mice is approximately 50 minutes. The halftime for repair in

the younger rats and mice ranged from 25 to 35 mln.

At the shallow penetration even 20 Gy was not enoagh to suppress

DNA synthesis more than a few per cent, while at the deep penetration

there was measureable supresslon at I0 Gy and a 50% reduction at 20 Gy.

Cells scored as having lost the ability to synthesize DNA were unable to

3
incorporate sufficient quantities of HTdR to produce 5 or more grains

in a 1 week autoradiographic exposure. These data indicate that strand

breaks and suppression of DNA synthesis in the epidermal basal cells do

not depend solely on the direct radiation dose. Some other factor

related to irradiation of the underlying tissue is involved. The nature

of this factor is unknown but could be either a protective compound

rlr, _,
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released from unlrradiated tissue in the shallow exposure or a da_L_aglng

compound released from irradiated tissue in the deep exposure.

To determine whether the penetration effect on DNA strand breaks is

mediated by systemic factors, measurements were performed on explanted

skin. The numbers of DNA strand breaks per unit dose was less in the

explants than in intact skin but the penetration _ffect was still

apparent. Whatever factor mediates the penetration effect, it seems

likely to be local and not dependent on ,:irculatlon of blood or lymph.

3.0 Multiple Oncogene Activation in a Radiation Carcinogenesis Model

Ionizing radiation is a thoroughly studied environmental agent and

cancer induction is a significant late effect of radiation. Ionizing

radiation creates a number of lesions in DNA including, base modifica-

tion, single and double strand breaks, and ribose ring damage. A signi-

ficant proportion of the radiation-induced mutations in somatic cells

are associated with chromosomal deletions and gene rearrangements.

These alterations are the result of breakage of the chromosomes follcwed

by loss of genetic material (deletions)or rejoining of broken chromo-

somes (rearrangements) (17). Radiation has also been found to be a

point mutagen in certain model assay systems. The relationship of these

genotoxic effects of radiation to molecular mechanisms of radiation car-

cinogenesis is not yet understood. Several types of tumors develop in

rat skin following localized exposure to single or fractionated doses of

ionizing radiation (9), including squamous cell carcinomas, basal cell

carcinomas, sarcomas, clear cell carcinomas, and sebaceous cell tumors.

The histologic type of the tumor presumably reflects the cell type of
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origin.

Carcinogenesis is a progressive process involving multiple,

independent steps (56). At the cellular level, establishment of the

transformed phenotype may be a multl-step process and activation of

sever_l, independent genes may be required. Land et al. (28) have used

primary rat embryo fibroblasts to show that two activated cellular

oncogenes, c_ra___ssand c-m_.c, c_,_laborate to produce morphologically

transformed cells with tumoriL_nic potential. There is evidence from

ani_oaJ systems to suggest that certain oncogenes may be activated by the

direct action of the in_tlating carcinogen. Consistent activation by a

point mutation of a single member of the ra___ssoncogene family in dif-

ferent tumors produced by a single agent has been demonstrated in

several experimental models (32,57,26,27). c--m_y__and other oncogenes

have been shown to be activated by a process involving chromoscmal

translocations, enhanced expression, and/or gene amplification (58).

We initially examined 12 advanced rat skin tumors for activation of

oncogenes from the ras and myc complementation groups (29). These

tumors were of the following histologic types: five squamous cell car-

cinomas, three poorly differentiated carcinomas (clear cell), one each

of basal cell carcinoma, sebaceous carcinoma, sarcoma, and fibroma.

Tumor DNA was purified by phenol extraction and transfected into

NIH3T3 cells by the calcium phosphate coprecipltate method (59). The

transfection efficiency of the 6 positive radiation tumor DNAs ranged

from 0.020 to 0.II0 foci/_g DNA. The positive tumor DNAs were from

three poorly differentiated clear cell carcinomas, a sebaceous carci-
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coma, a squamous cell carcinoma, and a sarcoma. DNA from one of the

primary transfectants was positive in a second round of transfection.

The transformed phenotype of the transfectants was confirmed by

anchorage independent growth and tumorigenicity in nude mice. Southern

blot analysis of DNA from primary and seconaary transfectants, as well

as, from nude mouse tumors arising after injection of transfectant cells

revealed the presence of rat derived restriction fragments homologous to

the K-ras oncogene against the mouse background. Similar e_periments

using N- and H-ra___sprobesp revealed only the endogenous mo_se fragments

in transfectant DNA.

Southern hybridization of the original radiation induced tumor DNAs

to a third exon human c-m__ probe revealed gene amplification and exten-

sive restriction fragment polymorphisms in 10 of the 12 tumors after

digestion with Barn Hl, Eco Rf, or Hind III. The c-myc gene was ampli-

fied 5- to 20-fold by densitometric analysis. When the tumor DNAs were

hybridized to the first exon of c-m___c, there were no differences in

either band intensity or restriction fragment pattern between tumor and

normal rat DNA. This result implies that an internal rearrangement of

the c-myc gene had occurred in these tumors as has been seen in other

tumor systems, such as, B,_rkitts lymphoma. Hybridization of the tumor

DNAs to v-abl_ c-myb, K-ra___ss,or the first and second exon_ of N-_myc

showed no differences in band intensity or number.

In an attempt to determine whether the extensive pattern of res-

triction polymorphisms seen with c-myc was due to activation of another

related gene, a series of hybridizations were carried out at various

stringencies. The results from these experiments indicate that all five
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polymorphic bands are closely homologous to the c-myc 3td exon, and that

the higher molecular weight bands may be more altered forms of the nor-

mal myc gene than the smaller =ize bands.

A+Northern and 4ot blot hybridization of poly RNA isolated from

normal rat epidermis and 6 rat skin tumors revealed evidence for

enhanced c-m__ expression in amplification positive tumors. The levels

of c-m___i£ gene expression in the tumors were 2- to 6-fold higher than

control rat epidermal levels. No correlation was seen between any

parameters of oncogene activation and age of animals, tumor growth rate,

or dose or dose rate of radiation.

Based on a summary of myc and ra___ssoncogene activation in

radiation-induced rat skin tumors, there appears to be a tlssue-speclfic

component in oncogene activation in this system. Concurrent activation

of K-ra___.ssand c-myc oncogenes was found in 4 of the 12 tumors examined.

Each of the poorly differentiated clear cell carcinomas and a sebaceous

carcinoma exhibited activation of both ra___ssand myc oncogenes, whereas

myc alterations alone were observed in 4 out of 5 differentiated

squamous cell carcinomas. A sarcoma was found to have an activated K-

[_s, but not an activated c-m___c gene, whereas a benign fibroma contained

only an activated c-m_[_q oncogene. As mentioned above, there was a posi-

tive correlation between _ oncogene amplification and _ gene expres-

sion. The finding of concurrent multiple oncogene activation in a panel

of primary tumors induced by a single etiological agent provides evi-

dence in favor of the hypothesis that activation of oncogenes from two

or more complementation groups may contribute to carcinogenesis in

animals and man.
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Prellmlnary data suggests that myc amplification is a late stage

event. Several oncogenes we_e studied. These include c-ab___!l, H-ra___ss_K-

ra___ss,c-m_y__, c-fo____sand N-myc. In an orlgir,al panel of 12 large, late

stage t_nors, it was shown that myc amplification occurred in I0. The

histology included I fibroma, I sarcoma ind I0 squamous cell carcinomas.

The two tumors not showing amplification included the sarcoma and one

squamous cell carcinoma. Smaller tumors were later probed for amplifi-

cation. These showed a rare tendency for amplification, 4/22 for tumors

under I cm and 6/17 for tumors greater than I cm contained an amplified

c-myc gene. Southern blot analysis was performed on a panel of tumors

produced by high LET radiation in the form of accelerated neon ions.

This panel of 21 tumors contained mostly sarcomas (9) with 2 lipomas, 5

fibromas, 2 squamous cell carcinomas, and I clear cell, undifferentiated

and mixed cell carcinoma. Ali of the tumors studied have very rapid

growth rates, some as high as I mm per day, c-myc was found amplified in

both squamous cell carcinomas and in one fibroma and one sarcoma.

Research on this project during the past year has clarified a

numb(.r of questions resulting from previously reported data. This has

been possible due to the availability of new molecular probes and

refinements in methodological approach. Rat specific probes for the c-

myc oncogene were obtained from Drs. Tsichlis and Steffen. Use of these

probes in Southern blots of DNA from 12 radiation induced rat skin

tumors confirmed the observation of c-myc gene amp]Iflcation found using

the human 3td exon probe previously reported.

An unexplained finding using the human probe was the extensive pat-

tern of restriction length polymorphisms seen in several of the tumor

--
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DNA samples. Most surprising was the fact that in 3 or 4 of these sam-

pies, the same bands were seen. After extensive experiments using " ari-

ous probes and hybridization conditions, we were able to rule out suuh

obvious artifactual explanations as plasmid or bacterial contamlnatien,

restriction enzyme digestion artifacts, or errors in technique. One

possible explanation was that these fragments were indicative of a com-

plex yet non-random series of gene rearrangments at the c-myc locus in

radiation induced tumors. Such a complex pattern of gene rearrangements

has not been previ<Jsly reported. We have now been able to eliminate

this possibility, since hybridization of the same tumor DNA samples (as

well as re-hybridization of some cf the original filters) with the

cloned rat c-m__ gene probes does not show this pattern of extensive

non-random RFLPs. Instead, we observe gene amplification along with one

or two polymorphic bands in several cases. In particular, the DNA from

tumor #7, from which a genomic library has been constructed, was exten-

sively analyzed using the rat probes. This tumor DNA exhibits a clear

restriction fragment length polymorphism usin@ several enzymes_ as well

as an approximate 10-fold amplification. The extensive banding pattern

of the tumor DNAs reported earlier therefore appears to be as artifact

due to cross hybridization of the h,lman specific probe with a myc

related gene, and is not the result of complex non-random rearran£e-

ments.

A major current effort of this project is to determine the signifi-

cance of £enetic ?iterations at the c-myc locus with respect to the

effects of the radiation exposure. We have examined 39 samples of rat

skin tumors induced by 12 Gy of electron of radiation; the same radia-
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tlon used to generate the original panel of 12 tumors. This group of

tumors was on average I0 fold smaller than the orlgi_lal panel of tumors.

Southern analysis of these tumor DNAs revealed amplification of c-myc is

strongly correlated with tumor size. When all the data were combined, a

statistically significant correlation was found between tumor size and

C-myc amplification. Other oncogenes, such as, K-ra__ss,H-ra__ss,abl, fos

and m-myc were not so correlated.

These results suggest that _ctivation of the myc oncogene in

radiation-induced skin tumors is a function of tumor progression and is

mot an early event directly linked to the effects of carcinogen expo-

sure. In order to further examine this hypothesis we have performed a

s_rles of biopsy experiments. Eight different tumors have been biopsied

by removing one third of the tumor tissue for DNA analysis, one third

for hlstologic sxamination and allowing I/3 to remain on the animal. In

all but one case the remaining tumor continued to grow. Three tumors

have been biopsied 3 times so far, at 6 week intervals and indicate a

consistent pattern of c-myc amplification occurring about ten weeks

after the initial appearance of the tumor on average.

In situ hybridization has provided an efficient tool to localize a

specific nucleic acid sequence in tissue sections. The technique is

based on the formation of a highly specific hybrid between an appropri-

ately labelled probe of nucleic acid and its complementary sequence in

the specimen. Using this technique can yield both molecular and morpho-

logical information about individual tumor cell. More recently the

application of c-myc probe labelled with a biotin and an avidin-

biotinylated alkaline phosphatase detection system (Vectastaln ABC-AP)
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has brought more advantages which included rapid detection, improved

microscopic resoltion, and avoidance of a radiation hazard. Results are

presented by using this method to detect the oncogene amplification and

distribution in rat skin tumors induced by ionizing radiation, to

characterize the tumor cell types which contain high oncogene amplifica-

tion, and to explore oncogene activation during tumor development.

Excised rat skins were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and then

embedded in paraffin and cut in 5 u section and placed on the

polylysine-coated slides, then bake the slides for 6 hrs at 60°C. The

cover glasses were immersed in Sigmacote (Sigma Chemical Co. St. Louis,

MO) brifely and dried overnight at room temperature. The slides were

dipped for two I0 mln in xylene and another I0 min in absolute ethanol,

then for sequential 5 min in an ethanol-double distilled water (DDW)

mixture containing 95%, 80%, 75%, 60%, 30% respectively. Washed in DDW

for 5 min and fixed in Carnoy's solution about 5 min. Dipped in 0.1%

Triton X-100 in phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) pH 7.2 for 2

mln. Washed in PBS and placed in 0.2 N HCI for 20 min. Washed in DDW

and placed in 2 XSSC at 70oC. Washed in DDW for 5 mln and treated with

proteinase K solution on the surface of tissue section slide, then incu-

bated in humid chamber at 37oC. for 15 min. Washed in PBS containing

0.2% glycin and dipped in PBS for I min. Dipped in PBS containing 4%

paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 20 min. Washed in PBS for 3

successive 5 min. Dipped in 95% deionized formamide in 0.1XSSC at 65oC.

water bath for 15 min. Dipped for 2 min in mixture of ice and 0.2XSSC.

Dipped for every 5 min through a graded ethanol-DDW series containing

50%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 100% ethanol and air dry. Treat 20 ul prehybridi-
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zatlon mixture (200 ug/ml sperm DNA, I00 ug/ml Polyadenylate, 50% (v/v)

Deionlzed formamide, 10% (w/v) Dextran sulfate, 3XSSC, 0.02% BSA, 0.02%

Ficoll, 0.02% PVP) on the section slides, covered it with pretreated

coverslip and incubated at 37oC. for I hr. Removed coverslip and washed

in 2XSSC. Treated I0 ul hybridization mixture (20 ug/ml blotinylated c-

myc oncogene probe plus prehybridization) on tissue section, covered the

pretreated coverslip and incubated at 85°C. for I0 mln in a humid

chamber. Kept hybridization reaction for 30 min at room temperature

after removing from the water bath. Washed in 2XSSc for 5 min and

removed the coverslip. Dipped for I0 min in 50% deionized formamide in

0.I XPBS at room temperature. Dipped for 5 min in 0.05 % Triton X-100 in

9BS at room temperature. Dipped for 20 min in IX TfBS (0.I M Tris HCf pH

7.5, 0.1M NAC1, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.05% Triton X-100, 3% crystalline grade

BSA). Treated 100 ul of Vectastain ABC-AP reagent (Vector Laboratories

Inc. Burlingame, CA) on section slides and incubated for 30 min.at room

temperature. Dipped in IXTTBS for 15 min and change the buffer twice.

Treated I00 ul of substrate solution freshly prepared and incubated for

Ihr in the dark at room temperature. Washed in TTBS briefly. Dipped in

the hematoxylin for 15 sec and washed in DDW. Dipped in a graded

ethanol-DDW series and xylene. Mounted for microscopic examination.

A variety of rat skin tumor sections were prepared on the

polylysine-treated slides and baked prior to in situ hybridization

After in situ hybridization and stainin£ the tumor slides were observed

under the microscope. Photomicrographs of in situ hybridization sections

from representative tumor types show non-random distribution of c-myc

amplification. Compared to control the r, d grains are found in several
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tumor sections in which biotin labelled c-myc oncosene probe was

employed. The grains are considered to be a hybrid of the amplified

oncogene in tumor tissue and a labelled oncogene probe. The background

in normal tissue section is a very low level. The density of grains in

tumor tissue was dependent on both the type of tumor examined and the

stage of tumor prosression in five biopsy samples. The results showed

that certain types of tumors and certain stages in tumor progression

have a high level of grains. The high level of grains on tumour slides

implied high oncogene amplification. Ali the grains observed in section

are in the tumour cell, not in normal cells. The grains observed were

usually distributed in the nucleus of tumor cells. No grains were found

in cytoplasm or extracellular area. This pattern of distribution again

confirmed that the grains were the result of binding of oncogene probe

to the cellular oncoEene. The use of RNase before hybridization did not

change the distribution of grains in tumor sections; however the use of

DNAase before hybridization eliminated all the grains in the sections.

It is shown in the Table 3 that the results of in situ hybridiza-

tion to seven different radiation induced tumor tissues excised from rat

skin. The grains were found in tumour sections and the density of grains

varied as the tumour type, which correlated to the DNA amplification as

measured by Southern blotting. More 8rains were observed in tumors with

high c-myc amplification revealed by southern blotting experiments, such

as squamous cell carcinoma (RAD7) in which DNA amplification was 20x

exhibited the most grains. But the counting of 8rains is not always

quantitatively related to the result of Southern blotting. More grains

were found in the clear cell carcinoma (RAD8) than in poorly differen-
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tlated clear cell carclnmoma (RADS); the former tumour has a low DNA

amplification fold 9x and the later one had a high DNA amplification

fold 15x. The statistical analysis were based on the counting of grains

in tumor section using minitab program (version 7).

Zt is shown in the Table 4 that the results of in situ hybridiza-

tion to five biopsies of squamous cell carcinoma (RAD 106) excised from

rat skin at the different interval after exposure to radiation. The

tumor developed sequentially from TI(1) to Tl(5), which roughly reflects

the tumor progression process, but the tumour promotion and induction

process may still be too limited to base major conclusions on these sam-

ples. Different biotin labelled oncogene probes was used in the five

biopsies. Using c-myc oncogene as a probe only TI(2), and TI(3) samples

showed a positive result; the grains in Tl(3) were more dense than that

in Tl(2). But no grains were observed in all tumour sections without

denaturing the DNA in tumour tissue, which indicated that the hybridiza-

tion between the amplified oncogene and the labelled probe occurred in

double stranded instead of single stranded DNA. Using v-H-ras oncogene

as a probe, grains were found in Tl(2), TI(3), and TI(4) tunour see-

tlons. The pattern of v-H-ra___ssamplification in tumor development is

apparently different from that of c-myc. Using v-K-ras oncogene as a

probe no any grains were found in any tumor sections.

Characterization of the cell types of tumour revealed that only

specific cell type in tumour sections showed the grains. Under micros-

copic examination it was found that these cells were relatively small

and not vacuolated in compared with the surrounding tumor cells. These

cells are probably involved in the tumor progression.
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The results here confirmed that the application of i__nn91t_____uhybridi-

zation using biotiny]ated oncogene probes in tumor sections was a reli-

able method to investigate the oncogene activities in carcinogenesis and

made possible the study of what role oncogene activation would play in

tumor development. But initially the loss of tumor tissue sections from

slides was a difficult problem due to the high temperature treatment and

tiny contact area of tissue to the slide. Both adhesion of tumour tis-

sue section to the slide and a smooth coverslip are strongly required

for a successful experiment using in situ hybridization. Polylysine

coated slide and siliconized coverslip using Sigmacote have proved to be

an efficient way to keep the tumour tissue on the slide.

The use of tritium labelled oncogene probes in in situ hybridiza-

tion did not find any significant oncogene amplification. The change to

using the biotin labelled probe has greatly increased the detection of

oncogene amplification. This also avoids an isotope disposal problem and

is relatively rapid in contrast to the long exposure time of the autora-

diographic method.
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Table 3. C-myc _mplification in Rat Skin Tumor Induced by Radiation

Detected by i__nnslt..____uHydridlzatlon Using Biotin Labeled Probe

No. Tumor type DNA amplification Grain Mean** Adjusted
count* mean***

(z)
(Southern blotting) (In situ hybridization)

RAD1 Poorly differentiated >5(+) 59Z 1.34 2'.90
clear cell carcinoma

RAD4 , Sebaceous carcinoma 15(+) 53Z 2.07 3.70

RAD5 Poorly differentiated 15(+) 44% 1.57 4.70

clear cell carcinoma

RAD7 Squamous cell carcinoma 20(+) 62% 1.60 2.90

RAD8 Clear cell carcinoma 9(+) 28% 0.70 3.70

RAD9 Sarcoma I(-) 3_ 0.03 0.03

Control 5_ 0.05 0.05

* The number of cell in which at least one grain occurred over the

number of total cell counted.

** The unit of grain mean is grains/cell.

*** The mean adjusted for the existence of two cell populations.

Table 4. Oncogene Amplification Detected by the in situ Hybridization

in Five Biopsy of Rat Skin Tumor (Squamous Cell Carcinoma) Induced by

Radiation

Biopsy # Time from Tumor Growth Oncogene Amplification

Irradiation Siz_ Rate c-m_y_c- H-ra___ssK-ra.___s
(week) (cm )

I 13 0.2 0.I - + -
L

2 27 2.2 3.6 ++ +++ -

3 33 15.0 3.2 +++ ++ -

4 39 2.7 -2.2 - - -

5 42 1.6 -25 - - -

The grain was observed under a microscope:

(+): low grain.

(++):intermedium grain.

(+++):hlgh grain.

(-): no grain.

During the past year we have begun to analyze the molecular mechan-
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ism responsible for activation of the K-ra___ssgene in these tumors. Oli-

gonucleotide hybridization analysis has localized the mutation to the

12th codon, and specific probes are now being used to identify the

activating mutation.

The following document was submitted separately along with the

renewal proposal.

DOE designation T__ Title

I. DOE/ER/60539-3 Progress Report Progress 5/I/90-4/30/91

Graduate students on project:

Name Status Topic

I. Steve Hosselet Ph.D. candidate Transgenic rats

2. Jin Yi M.S. candidate IF__! sit.____uhybridization

3. Mary Felber Ph.D. candidate High LET oncogene expression
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